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Introduction 
The Cradle Coast Authority in partnership with the Department of State Growth is completing a series of Destination Action Plans for all Tasmanian destinations including Circular Head.

The Destination Action Plans are an implementation initiative of the Tasmanian Visitor Economy strategy 2015-2020 (T21) Priority 4: ‘Building Capability, Capacity and Community’.

A core strategy is to recognise that visitors to the Cradle Coast Region are primarily attracted to destinations and experiences. Therefore the development, marketing and management of the regions 
destinations, i.e. Circular Head, are pivotal to the success of the whole region.

As this is an internal strategic planning document, not a marketing document, the destination in focus is Circular Head which includes 
destinations/points of interest such as Stanley, the Tarkine, Edge of the World, Cape Grim and Surrounds. 

This Destination Action Plan for the Circular Head region identifies priority strategies and actions which if implemented over three years, will 
enhance the competitiveness of the region as a primary visitor destination. 

The Plan has been prepared by a facilitated workshop process involving business and community representatives who considered and 
reached consensus on tourism development, marketing and management opportunities and challenges. The group then identified 
and agreed on the key priorities and actions that would make a positive difference to the growth and sustainability of destinations and 
experiences within Circular Head for the visitor economy.

A key principle of Destination Action Planning is to give primary consideration to the fact that visitors are attracted to destinations and 
experiences, which are delivered by the community and industry. The delivery of the visitor experience is collaboratively supported and 
facilitated by community, business and government organisations.
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Circular Head Region 

Located on the North-West edge of Tasmania, the Tarkine is one of the most pristine areas in 
the world. The Circular Head municipal area covers 4,917 square kilometres.

Forestry plantations and agricultural land dominate the area which, along with the aquaculture 
industry, provides Smithton, Stanley and the Tarkine main employment and income. Stanley 
and the Tarkine boast one of the longest coastlines of any Tasmanian municipal area, with 
golden sands, wild conditions and rugged rock faces.

Circular Head is the largest dairying and prime beef producing area in Tasmania. Other 
industries include fishing, oyster and abalone farming, tourism, processing of many raw 
products including vegetables, timber, meat, milk, and the major iron ore pelletising plant at 
Port Latta.

Stanley, one of the most iconic destinations in the region is known for 'The Nut', a solidified 
lava lake of a long – extinct volcano. The Nut was sighted by Bass & Flinders on their historic 
circumnavigation of Tasmania in 1798. Popular with tourists, it boasts perfectly preserved 
colonial buildings, genteel cafés and quality B&B cottages, arts and cultural boutiques, and 
historical points of interest, all sheltering in the imposing shadow of the Nut.

Visitor 

Industry & Community

Local Tourism Organisations/
Local Government

Regional Tourism
Organisations

State & Federal 
Governments

The visitor economy 

The most North Western point of the Tasmanian mainland is a place called Cape Grim, it 
was a place of great calamity, shipwreck and dispossession of native tribes, and renowned 
for the freshest air and cleanest water in the world.

The Tarkine (Takayna) is the newest tourism experience within this region. The 447,000 
hectare Tarkine Wilderness Area is Australia’s largest tract of unprotected temperate 
rainforest and it contains vast forests of myrtle, leatherwood and pine trees.

You won’t find it named on many maps but the region is bound by the Arthur River to the 
north, the Pieman River to the south, the Murchison Highway to the east and the Southern 
Ocean.

It is home to one of the greatest concentrations of Aboriginal cultural and heritage sites 
in Australia. The Tarkine’s 447,000 hectares are alive with snakes, frogs, birds, 28 different 
mammals, endangered wedge-tailed eagles and the now rare Astacopsis gouldi – the 
world’s biggest freshwater lobster. The wild coast line, untamable seas and working forests 
are some of the unexpected sights in the region.

The task for Circular Head is to convince the visitor market that the one way in – one way 
out is worth the drive and the Tarkine is certainly creating this expectation.



Objectives 
The common objectives for tourism are:

1. To increase visitor satisfaction 

2. To increase visitor expenditure 

3. To increase visitor length of stay 

4. To increase visitor dispersal within 
the Circular Head municipality 
(geographically and seasonally) 

5. To increase visitor numbers.

55

Scenery

 § Edge of the world – no land mass between 
Tasmania and South America

 § Weather freshness and cool (not hot)

The Tarkine (Takayna) Experience
 § Clean air

 § Pristine wilderness

 § Trowutta Arch

 § Corinna

 § Coastline

 § Aboriginal heritage

 § Rainforest walks; short – long 

 § Flora and fauna

 § Waterfalls

 § Tracks – e.g. Balfour

Fresh, quality produce

 § Cape Grim – Beef and Water

 § Dairy industry 

 § Oysters and seafood

Our collective strengths
Friendly and welcoming communities

Circular Head experiences
 § Fishing – salt water

 § Aboriginal and colonial history

 § The Nut

 § Stanley

 § Surfing – roaring 40s winds and 
mountainous oceans

Diversity of products (experiences)
 § Cruises – Arthur River, seals viewing

 § Woolnorth tours

 § Drive – tours 

 § Tarkine Forest Adventures – The Slide

 § Helicopter tours (The Nut and Woolnorth).
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 § Focussed around experience – Cape Grim – five star

 § Food experiences 

 § Retention of image – Stanley 

 § Enhancement of visitor experience at the Nut – Penguin rookery 

 § Golf courses to be developed

 § Cycle track

Visitor economy servicing (infrastructure)

 § Improved services and access at Arthur River

 § Beach access – more activities for children

 § Infrastructure improved 

 § Circular Head Tourism Association to have wider diversity

Recognition of and leveraging our environmental attributes

 § Tarkine experience to be a leader in Tasmanian Eco Tourism 

 § Wild West Coast – mountainous seas

 § Roaring 40s Winds

 § Promotion of National Parks (Rocky Cape)

 § Protection and promotion of Tasmanian Devils

 § Purest air, freshest water

Businesses supported, nurtured, and developed – opportunities

 § Experience to attract Asian market

 § Airport development for charter flights 

 § Industry development.

An engaged and proud/supportive community valuing Tourism

 § Vibrant community open for business (welcoming) that strongly values its 
guests and behaviours

 § Destination that showcases natural produce and wilderness to visitors

Visitor service excellence

 § Better and consistent customer service

 § Attracting and retaining skilled staff to the region

 § 12 months of business open

 § Restaurants offering local produce and service excellence in Smithton, Cape 
Grim, Arthur River, Edge of the World

Delivery of quality visitor experience

 § Massey Street Lookout

 § Branding and promotion of local produce

 § House boats on Arthur River

 § Enhance Tarkine drive

 § Western Explorer to be sealed – Loop

 § Island tours

 § Aboriginal culture experiences and heritage centre

 § Circular Head Heritage Centre

 § Iconic walk

 § Walking infrastructure upgrade

 § Constant and ongoing enhancement of experience offerings 

What does 
Circular Head 

look like 
in 10 years?

The following items are contributions made by participants at the preliminary workshop and reflect the aspirations of participants for the destination for ten years into the future and 
beyond. The pitch: 10 years from now, in 2026, we have had the opportunity to develop, manage and market our destination however we want. What will our destination look and be like 
in 10 years’ time? What will we offer the visitor?
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 § Attracting developers to invest in infrastructure

 § Lack of young local leaders

 § Falling behind other Tasmanian destinations 

 § Loss of tours or attractions

 § Lack of Tourism experiences or development

 § Training skills for future needs

 § Risk management

 § Threat to natural attractions

 § Loss of reputation – poor service quality 

 § Weather in the winter – lack of indoor activities

 § Value of Australian dollar/economy

 § Standard of accommodation 

 § Breakdown of Tourism groups

 § Lack of loop experience – one way in and out

 § Local access

 § Pressure groups = public perception

 § Current operators leaving industry

 § Collaboration/cooperation in marketing and product 
development

 § Lack of funding support from local tourism operators or 
Government

 § Inconsistent service 

 § Red tape – land use planning

 § Mixture of land managers and land owners 

 § Environmental impacts on produce.

Our challenges 
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 § Implement annual training on Excellence of Customer Service monthly or annual prizes

 § Experience development – engage with developers

 § Upgrade Visitor Centre to make it an experience

 § Grow Winter visitation enhancing business viability

 § Increase activities

 § Develop Produce Festival – Local Paddock to Plate

 § Further enhance visitor experience – hands on – Food and Produce

 § Promote Rocky Cape National Park

 § Develop Public Infrastructure Plan

 § Market clean/space/air/sky etc.

 § Small cruise ship market 

 § Tour from Duck River to the islands and North West tip 

 § Create Seafood Coop

 § Increase experiences that are not weather dependant

 § Growth of regional events (e.g. Gone Nuts running event) 

 § New Tourism Infrastructure – coastal areas (luxury accommodation)

 § Social media and effective marketing

 § Incorporate non-core tourism businesses into Visitor Economy

 § Engaging with local retiree market

 § Develop local tourism awareness program

 § Adventure Wildlife Tours/Islands

 § Airport development

 § Aboriginal culture.

Our opportunities 
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Characteristics Rating Comments

1. Strong local organisations focused on their core role of visitor servicing 6.54 Room for improvement of focus on servicing the visitor.

2. Strong regional organisations focused on their core role of regional marketing and 
development

6.96 Opportunity to further engage in cooperative marketing and development.

3. Local Government support 6.34 Opportunity for collaboration on infrastructure, product development and investment 
attraction.

4. Strong, consistent and effective leadership by individuals or organisations 7.76 Support for leadership development important.

5. Strategic planning for the region with economic, social, environmental and cultural objectives 
supported by local destination plans

5.00 Destination Action Plan in progress.

6. Consistent visitor service excellence 5.53 A key opportunity.

7. Research driven cooperative marketing 5.92 Coop with Cradle Coast Tourism.

8. A breadth and depth of tourism infrastructure, experiences and events matched to market 
demand

5.38 Infrastructure, product and experience development a priority.

9. Risk management plans in place 4.53 The Circular Head Council has an Emergency Management Plan, but the visitor is not 
taken into consideration. Need to include a Tourism Risk Management Plan.  

10. Supportive communities which understand the value of tourism. 5.84 A priority for attention.

Success factors

DIAGNOSTIC RATING

Industry research has established that the 
following factors are present in successful 
destinations that are achieving the above 
objectives. The workshop participants 
considered these factors relative to Circular 
Head in reaching consensus on the priority 
strategies and actions. A focus on continuous 
improvement of all these factors will contribute 
to the competitive growth and sustainability 
of the visitor economy of the Circular Head.
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Action Plan implementation 
The following Action Plan outlines priorities and actions as a guide for Stakeholders to collaboratively and cooperatively 
implement the Plan. To facilitate this, an Implementation Leadership Group of representatives will be formed. While the Plan 
identifies primary organisational responsibilities and in many cases joint responsibility, it is reasonable to expect that the 
Implementation Leadership Group will consider and review this progressively. One key consideration will be the availability and 
securing of resources to progress the implementation of the Plan in a timely manner. It may also be appropriate and necessary 
to involve other organisations and to seek funding for specific projects.

The Plan does not commit any organisation to the actions proposed but is a guide to pursuing priorities and actions which will 
make a positive difference to the achievement of the tourism objectives noted above.

The priority actions have been assigned a KPI priority rating as a guide. These ratings are:

HIGH   within the first year

MEDIUM  within one to two years

LOW   within three years

Progress of implementation of the Plan will be reviewed annually by the Cradle Coast Authority in consultation with the 
Implementation Leadership Group. This may result in a revision and updating of the Plan. Regardless, a new plan will be 
prepared in three years.

The following organisations will be invited to consider and progressively work together to implement the priority actions. This 
will include nominating representatives to form the core of an Implementation Steering Group. Interested individual industry 
and community representatives will be encouraged to also participate in the Implementation Leadership Group or for specific 
projects.

Destination Action Plan Potential Key Partners/Organisations

 § Circular Head Council (CHC)

 § Circular Head Tourism Association (CHTA)

 § Circular Head Progress Group

 § Circular Head Aboriginal Community (CHAC)

 § Stanley Chamber of Commerce (SCC)

 § Smithton Business Group

 § Cradle Coast Authority (CCA)

 § Tertiary education - TasTafe, TIA, University of Tasmania 
(UTAS)

 § Tasmanian Hospitality Association (THA)

 § Skills Tasmania

 § Tasmanian Government and Departments

 § Commonwealth Government

 § Parks and Wildlife Services (PWS)

 § Department of State Growth (DSG)

 § Land management agencies 

 § Government business agencies

 § Individual businesses 

 § Educational institutions (local and regional) – 
Smithton High, Primary, Christian School

 § AgriTas

 § Circular Head Education, Training and Consultative 
Committee (CHETCC).
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Actions Lead organisation Priorities

1. Undertake a comprehensive independent audit of visitor infrastructure, products and services

 § Identify and prioritise public visitor asset needs and opportunities for maintenance, renewal and development (visitor 
amenities, tracks & trails, roads, signing, site interpretation)

 § Identify the top 10-20 visitor experiences and consider how to improve and add visitor value

 § Identify gaps in the product and experience offering relative to target market demand (refer to Priority 4), visitor expectations 
and competition (other destinations).

Coordinated by Circular Head Tourism 
Association (CHTA) in partnership 

with Circular Head Council (CHC) and 
Cradle Coast Authority (CCA)

High

2. Based on identified gaps from the audit, consider possible visitor experience development opportunities. For example, but not 
limited to:

Medium

3. Identify and learn from the successes of destinations and/or businesses beyond Circular Head and share these successes with 
industry as an incentive to grow and develop the Circular Head Visitor Experience.

CHTA Low

4. Encourage and support existing operators to renew and develop their visitor experiences, products and services. Recognise, 
publicise and support those who are making improvements and investment.  

CHTA, Local newspaper, Smithton 
Business Group

High

5. Undertake an accommodation demand and opportunity analysis with consideration to competitive and contemporary standards 
and offerings. 

Office of the 
Coordinator General

6. Consult with Local Government to identify appropriate sites for development of visitor infrastructure that have appropriate land 
use zoning in place. 

CHC Medium

7. Prepare an investment opportunity prospectus for priority public and private investment attraction, supported with demand 
analysis and business cases.

Office of the 
Coordinator General

Medium

PRIORITY 1 
Infrastructure, product and experience development and investment attraction

 § Tour of Duck River

 § Events including a Produce Festival

 § Adventure/wildlife tours

 § Airport development

 § Aboriginal culture

 § Small cruise ship market 

 § Seafood Coop

 § Island touring

 § Walking, cycling tracks and trails

 § Tarkine – nature-based experiences

 § Indoor activities

 § Enhance the golf offering.

Priority 
Actions



PRIORITY 2 

Training and education. Skills for the future

Actions priority guide: High  
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Actions Lead organisation Priorities

1. Review and consider accessing the availability of business development and visitor service training programs by state and 
national industry and business organisations (e.g. TICT, THA NTA, Chamber of Commerce).

CCA, & THA & UTas
TasTafe

High

2. Research operators to identify skill and employment gaps. CHTA & CCA High

3. Consult with TICT, THA and Skills Tasmania to identify programs and support to promote hospitality and tourism career 
opportunities to regional schools.

CCA & THA High

4. Identify and coordinate work experience opportunities for local students. CHTA, DoE, CHC Medium

5. Access online programs (such as Tourism Victoria’s Excellence program) for business development modules tips, ideas and 
potential training opportunities.

CCA Medium

6. Consider introducing a mystery shopping program to develop and benchmark excellence for the visitor economy in Circular 
Head – businesses, employees, retail and volunteers.

CHTA/CHC Medium

7. Establish a program of regular training 'famils' for local businesses, community organisations and Visitor Centre volunteers. Stanley Visitor Centre, CHTA, Youth Group Medium

8. Engage with education providers on tourism career opportunities and to encourage involvement of students in visitor economy 
projects such as digital media.

RTO & RTOs High

9. Investigate webinar opportunities for training CCA High

10. Consult with education institutions regarding leadership, engagement, and education training opportunities. Especially 
regarding mentoring, marketing, and hospitality.

CHTA, ILG, CHC, THA High
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Actions Lead organisation Priorities

1. Consider the outcomes of the State-wide Visitor Engagement project for application locally. This may include the development 
of Visitor Information Centre/s as Visitor Experience Centre/s.

CCA/CHTA High

2. Promote the value of the visitor economy to the community including schools, businesses, and community organisations by a 
variety of mediums.

CHTA High-Ongoing

3. Access regularly the 'Review Pro' on line program to gain an understanding and to benchmark the visitor experience of the 
destination, accommodation, attractions, and services. Publish an overview of the data, as a minimum, and undertake training 
on how to use effectively on line reviews such as Trip Advisor.

CCA /DSG High-Medium

4. Engage the local media to regularly publicise visitor business 'success stories' and visitor experiences. CHTA/Stanley Visitor Centre High

Actions priority guide: High  

PRIORITY 3
Visitor services development
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Actions Lead organisation Priorities

1. Undertake a destination brand and positioning review and refresh or update. Consider relevance and consistency with the 
regional and state positioning but strive for competitive uniqueness and relevance to target markets and destination objectives 
of this Destination Action Plan.

Brand Tasmania
Tourism Tasmania

Medium

2. In collaboration with Cradle Coast Tourism and Tourism Tasmania, identify target and niche markets for the destination which 
can be matched to current and future destination and product strengths. 

Tourism Tasmania
CCA/CHTA

High

3. Undertake cooperative promotion with Cradle Coast Tourism and Tourism Tasmania. CHTA, CCA 
Tourism Tasmania

High

4. Review the competitiveness of the digital assets of the destination and its operators. Then coordinate a campaign of continuous 
improvement and consistency of destination and operator websites and social media engagement.  

CCA/CHTA Medium

5. Consider establishing a monthly 'Best 5 Things to do' in the destination program to consistently engage all visitor touch points 
in the destination.

Stanley Visitor Centre
 CCA

Medium

Actions priority guide: Medium

PRIORITY 4
Marketing development
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Actions Lead organisation Priorities

1. Establish an Implementation Leadership Group (ILG) or Steering Committee to implement this Destination Action Plan (DAP). 
Consider leadership by the Local Tourism Association or a group with representatives of Circular Head Council, Circular Head 
Aboriginal Corporation, Chamber of Commerce, community organisations, schools and youth, and interested individuals.

Youth Group

CHC, CHTA

High

2. Consider an appropriate launch of the DAP to engage the industry and community. CCA, CHTA High 

3. Identify 2-3 actions for immediate action, prepare sound project management process, engage with key stakeholders, and 
communicate progress regularly.  

ILG High

4. Review the progress of the DAP annually and refresh as required. ILG High

5. Consider the establishment of a leadership development program to engage the next generation of industry/community 
leaders.  

Youth Group
CHC, CHTA

High

6. Engage with schools and encourage participation of students in the DAP implementation projects and leadership development 
program.

CHTA High

7. Establish a coordinated communications program to raise awareness and understanding in the community of the value of the 
visitor economy.

Circular Head Chronicle Med

8. Consider the appointment of Destination Ambassadors to promote the visitor economy and visitor services. Stanley Visitor Centre High

9. Develop a disaster risk management; mitigation and recovery plan for the visitor economy aligned with the Council emergency 
management plan.

CHTA/CHC High

Actions priority guide: High-Low (ongoing)

PRIORITY 5 
Leadership and implementation


